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Abstract 
A ne:ural network model of bounda.ry segmentation and surface representation is devdoped to 
process images containing range d<eta gathered by a synthetic ap<'rture ra,clar (SAR) sensor. The 
boundary and surface processing an; accomplished by an improved Boundary Contom System 
(BCS) and Feature Contour Systmn (FCS), rl'spect;ively, th<tt have' lwen derived from analyses 
of perceptual and nenrobiological data. BCS/FCS processing make's structures such ;cs motor 
vehicles, roads, and buildings morl' salient and interpretable to hnman observers than they are in 
the original imagery. Early processing by ON cells and OFF cells embedded in shunting center-
surround network models preprocessing by lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Such preprocessing 
compensates for illumination gradients 1 norma.lizes input dynamic rang<:'. and extracts local ratio 
contrasts. ON cdl and OFF cell outputs an; combined in the BCS to defim; oriented filters that 
model cortical simple cdls. Pooling ON and OFF outputs at simple cells overcomes compleme•ntary 
processing deilclenci('S of {~ach cell type along concave and convex contours, and enhanc('S simple 
cell sensitivity to image edges. Oriented filtc:r outputs are rectilil'd a.nd outputs sensitive to opposite' 
contrast polarities arc• pooled to dellnc' complex cells. The complex cells output to stages of short-
range spatial competition (or endstopphtg) and orienta.tiona.l competition arnong hypercomplex 
cells. Hyp{:rcontplex cdls actlvau; long ra.ngp cooperative bipole celJs that begin to group image 
boundaries. Nonlinear f"c;e~dback between bipole cells <llld hypercompll'x cells segments image regions 
by coopera.tively completing and regularizing the most favon~d bounda.rl('S while suppressing imagQ 
noise and wQa.k(~r boundary groupings. Boundary segnH~ntation is perfornwcl by threQ copies of t:Jw 
BCS at smalL medium, and large Jilter sca.les. whose snbseqncnt interaction distances cov<l!"y with 
the size of the lil\er. Filling-in of multiple surface: rc'presentations occurs within tlw FCS at c:ach 
scale via a boundary-gated diffusion process. Diffusion .is <lctivatecl by tlw normalized LGN ON and 
OFF outputs within ON and OFF filling-in domains. Diffusion is restricted to the n~gions defined 
by getting signals from the corresponding BCS bouncbry segnwnt<ltion. 'fhe filled-in oppone:nt ON 
and OFF signals are subtracted to liJrm double: oppom~nt surface representations. Tlwsc; surface 
rc'presentations are shown by any of three nwthods to be sensitive to both image ratio contrasts 
and background luminance. 'I·Jw thn-~e scah~s of surfa.ce representation an~ then added to yield a 
final multiple-scale output:. The: BCS and FCS are shown to ]Wrl(mll favorably in compa.rison to 
several otlwr techniques for speckle removal. 
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1 Introduction 
Synthetic aperture radar sensors can produce range imagery of high spatial resolution under difficult 
weather conditions (Munsen, O'Brien, and Jenkins, 1983; Munsen and Visentin, 1989) but tlw 
image data presents some difflculties for interpretation by human obsc!rvers or automatic recognition 
systems, Among these diificultir~s is the huge dynamic range (Jive orders of rmtgnitude) of the sensor 
signal (see Figures la and 2a), which requirres some type of nonlinear compression merely for an 
image to be represented and viewed on a typical computer monitor, Figures lb and 2b (Top Right) 
show SAR images in which the logarithm of ea,ch pixr~l value is displayed to reduct~ the dynamic 
range. One major problem is image speckle, which is generated by coherent processing of radar 
signals, and has chamcteristics of random multiplicative noise. 
To date, many approaches for speckle suppression have rt'lied on simple statistical moMls for 
the signal and the noist~ which are insufficient for accurately representing natural scenes. Proo~ssing 
based on these models has thus tended to suppress the signal as well as the speckles (Lee, I'J8:l). 
Otlwr approaches h<we used the itera.\ive a.pplication, within a small window, of nonlinear filtering 
t<:-:chniques which aim to preserve the signal while smoothing speckle nois0. Our approach capitalizes 
instead on the fonn-sensltive operations of a. lH:\ural nl::twork model in order t.o dc~tt~ct and enhance~ 
structuw ba.,s(~d on infonnatlon ovt~r large. variably si;t,Od and variably shaped n:gions of the ima.gt\ 
as illustrated in Figures ld and 2d. In particular, the multi-scale implementation of the nc~ural modd 
reported hc~rc-; is capable of exploiting and combining inforn1atior1 from Sl:'vera.l nf:stt:d nt~ighborhoods 
or a given image: location to dctennine tlH? f-l.nal inumsity value to lw displayNl for that pixel. By 
;;neighborhood~' iB here meant a region \Vhose form va.I'iQS as a. function of IWa.rh.Y image da.ta. 1 not 
some fixed ( w<!ighted) radial function for all pixel lot:<1tions. 
2 Description of the Approach 
'fhe neural network model used here is a refim:rnrmt of the Boundary Contour System (BCS) for 
bonnda.ry segmentation that was introduced by Grossberg and Mingolla. ( 1985a, 1985b, 1987) and 
tile Fmture Contour Syst<lm (FCS) for surfa.ce representation tha.t was introduced by Colwn and 
C:rosslwrg (198,1) and Grossberg and Todorovi(: (1988) through an analysis of biologic<tl vision. 
Severa.l of these improvements were introducc:d in Cruthirds, el at. ( 1992). Taken togt'ther. tlw 
IJCS and FCS form part of tlw FACADE theory of biological and machine vision (Grossbc'rg, 199,1 ), 
so ca.lled because t.lw acronym FACADE stands for the representations of Form-And-Color-And-
.\lny ll . . '.<)_n.) 
;t 1 Top L1:!\: r_·nproc(-\C::-:<_1\i S:\H illLil2:'-" :)I. ·tp;;r:~li-' .\f-1\V '{ork :-:r~-1 !H: l'On~brin~r :Jf hiv;hw;l_': 
., ll :; ')\-"( 1 J"j)<h~. -:)1 fop ~L~:.:~n: LtJ~;<Hit.1Jlll~;~·r·~n:-:J'o\·~~l'~'.\ :-);\l\. illlti<.:.:_n. ;~l)i.',\Jl!J Ldt: :5\".<H(c-
·;:~uii :·;1-:rau.;Pd <lc:r;:~s ·D<:ttictl :rctle.'i. (d) j)oi:Onl H_jg!J:: \l_lllf.ipk <("<lit.';-~(':-) ::r·~- :·1 1:-)lllL i'n)lll 
:)iUtYS:-:in~_E .\lod<-'1 JI ()n or:~in;ll .).\H. in1a~t1 • 
.\I ny f I. !!J.I}:) ,, 
I '- '1" 
, r)} tOp r: 
"'t';;uit: ;t.vPr;t~t'd across :~pariaJ scai\•:-: .. (Ji l3otU;In 3.i~in: .\l!JiriDit-• scale' ]"3(':~/l.:('S i"l\:il~;. :rom 
prnr('s~;in~ .\!o1:d ll on ori~ln;tl ~ ... \H >n;Jg:C 
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DEpth that are suggc'sted to occur at the final FCS surface representations of the full binocular 
theory. 
In the present work, only monocular, or single detector, processing is described, so the model is 
considerably simpler than its binocular version. As summarized in Figure :l, ON cells and OFF cells 
preprocess the inputs as parts of on-center off-surround and off-center on-surround networks, re-
spectively. Preprocessing compensatt'S for illumination gradients, normalizes input dynamic r<rnge, 
and extracts local ratio contrasts. 0 N and 0 FF cell out puts are processed in parallel by both the 
BCS and the FCS. 
The BCS combines the ON and OFF cell outputs to dc!tect, regularize, and complete coher-
ent boundary representations, while suppressing image noise, using multiple-scale filtering and 
cooperative-competitive feedback interactions. Multiple copies of the BCS axe defined, each cor-
responding to a different receptive field size. Each BCS copy inputs to a corresponding copy of 
the FCS at which filling-in of a surfael' representation occurs. Filling-in is initiated by nonnalizetl 
input pattt'rns from tlw O'J and OFF cell preprocessor. Target ON and OFF cells of the FCS 
are activated and diffuse activity to their nearest rwighbors. Topogra.phic signals from the BCS 
boundaries ddine barrit'rs to the diffusion process. 
These Jllling-in proct'sses are based on the ON and OFF signals that survivt~ after preprocess-
ing compensates for illumination gradients. 'fhe -filled-in surface n~presentations hereby generate 
perceptual constancies. such as brightness constancy, under v<1ri<1ble illumin<ltion conditions (Cross-
berg and Todorovic. 1988). FillNI··in O'J and OFF surface n'presentations are then combined by 
any of thn~e methods to define surface n~presentations that combine both ratio contrast a.nd im.agt) 
luminance inl'onnation. These-) surface repn~sentations at diffen~nt scales are tlwn topographically 
averaged to generate tlw output surface representation. Figure 3 shows the processing stag<'S of the 
BCS/FCS at a single scale for each model. Figure 4 shows how the scales a.re combined subsl!qutmt 
to the FCS filling-in stage. 
In Section :l, we surnrnarize iLlustrative SAR image processing results. Section <[ provides an 
intuitive summ<rry of the BCS and FCS processing stages. Snction 5 describe's the moch;l l'quations, 
along with interpretive remarks. St;ction G compares BCS/FCS processing with alternative methods 
for processing SAR images. 
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Single-Scale BCS/FCS Model 
a) I ftagc 6: Bipolc Cells 1 ( long-mngc coopcmtion
rl ~ Sl:l!!C 5: !lypcrcompkx Cdls II ~ Stacc 7: Fcc\llK\Ck oricntationa! competition ork~ntational competition 
I 
b) 
Model 1: 
c) 
I Output I lm:l)!C 
Model II: 
d) 
Model III: 
~ Stage 2: Simple Cells 
7 
Figure :l: (a) A single scalcl of procc'ssing in the BCS/FCS modeL Diffusive surface filling in by (b) 
Model I, (c) ~lodel II, and (d) Modl'l IlL 
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Multiple-Scale 
BCS/FCS Model 
MP"' Monncular Prcllrocc.o;sing 
BCS"' Uound~ry Cuntour System 
FCS"' Feature Contour System 
Figure 1: A multiple-scale BCS/FCS model. 
3 Methods and Results 
The SAR images \Yt:)r(~ obtained using a ;·35-GHz synthetic aperture radar with l ft by 1ft. resolution 
and a slant: rangt~ of I km (::\ovak. Burl, Cha.ney, and Owirka. 1990). Figure 1 shows a SAR image 
and the n'sult of thl! multiple-scale BCS/FCS model II applied to the image. Figurr' la shows 
the original SAR image, Figur0: 1 b the logarithmically transformed (log10 ) version or the origin a.! 
irnage for comparison, Figun~ lc tlH~ Stagn 1 cc:nter-snrround prou:ssing result of the original in1ag<:~ 
averaged a.cross spatial scales, and Figure ld the rnultiple-scall? output of the BCS/FCS syslt'lll. 
The ilnage is from upstate l\ew York, of a highway with bridge overpass. 'l'he original .J12x.JI2 pix<-'l 
ilnag(~ was n:duced via gray-level consolldation to 4-00x400 pixels be-fore processing. Spl~ciilc.ally~ 
wlwn tlw number of pixels is reduced, each new pixel (if envisioned overl<tyecl on the original 2D 
grid) is larger than the original pixols. 'l'hus the va1ue of a new pixel is an averagQ of the old 
pixels that it overlays, with tlw contribution of each of tlw old pixels proportional to how much 
of it is overlayed. Figure 2 shows armlogous results f(Jr an image consisting of a house with some 
surrounding trees and a small road. This image' was reduu~cl from 400x400 to :ll2x:ll2 pixels before 
prou~ssing. 
Figures l and 2 illustrate the main results obtained by the multipil'-scaJc) BCS/FCS system. 
First~ Stage-~ L centJ:r-surround processing compresses dynamic range~ performs a pa.rtiallocal image? 
normalization~ and r::ontrast-enhancc~s local ·tmage intensities to yidd a v·a)wahle- irnagc~: resulting 'tn 
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the transform from Figures la a.nd 2a to Figures lc and 2r. respectively. Unlike the logarithmic 
transformation, which also compresses dynamic ra.nge, yielding Figures lb and 2b, St<lge 1 output 
from ON and OFF cdls in Figure 3 contrast-c-nhances local structures at each spatial scale. Stage 
1 output is next JHOCe'ssed with rectified oriented contra.st-sensitive Jiltl•rs at Stages 2 and :3 of 
Figure 3. At Stage0 4 to 8, cooperative~-competitive feedback <1t different sp;1ti<1l scales enh;wces 
and completes colinear or ne;nly colinear structures and therc~by segmentB the image into regions. 
Stage 1 output tlll'n diffuses within these region boundaries, but not between them, at Stage: 
9, thus smoothing over image speckle while prese~rving meaningful intensity clifference•s between 
regions. After these filled-in surface representations are obtained, they ;ue combined <1S outlined 
a.bove to yield the final output of Figures ld and 2d. 
4 Intuitive Description of BCS and FCS 
Grossberg ( 1984) and Cohen and Grossberg ( 1984) introduced the BCS <tnd FCS models. Gross-
be'rg and !vlingolla. ( 1985a, 1985b, 1981) devl'loped the BCS model to simulate how the visual 
system d<~tects, complQtes, and regularizes boundary segnH~nta.tions in response to a vari(~ty of reti-
nal images. Such segn1entations can be dt:fined by n:gions of different luminanC:l\ color: texture, 
shading, or stereo signals. The BCS computations for single-seal<.:! ntonocular processing consist of 
a series of filtering, competitive, and cooperat.iv<~ stages as sclwrnatiz<:d in Figure ;~ and rcvil?W(:d 
in several reports (e.g .. Grossberg, 1987a, 19'l4: C:rosslwrg, Mingolla, a.nd Todorovic, 1.989). 'rhe• 
first stage, sclwmatiz<'d as unoriented annuli in Figure :l, models in pmhaps the simplest possible• 
\vay tlu~ shunting on··ctmter off~surroundl and off-center on-surround, interactions at the rt:tina.l. and 
LGN levelo. The~sr: 0:-J and OFF cells eompensatco hJr varia.bit' illumination a.nd compute tiH' ratio 
contrasts in the lmagt:. 
The model LGN celis generate half-wave n•ctilied outputs. These outputs are rc~ceived by pairs 
of like-oriente'cl sirnpll' cells (Stage 2 in Figure' :) ) th;lt are sc'nsitivc' to opposite contrast pola.rity. 
or direction-of-contrast. 'fhc simple cell pairs. in turn, pool tltcir rectified and oppositely polarized 
output signals at likr~-oricnted complex cells (Stage :3). Complex cl'lls arc hereby rendered insensitive 
to direction-of-contrast. as are all subsequent cell types in the model. Complex cc•lls actival<' 
hypercompll'x el'ils through an on-eenter off-surround network (Stage 4)whose off..surround carrie'S 
out an endstopping operation. In this w<ly. complex cells excite hypercomplcx cells of the same' 
orie'ntation aml position, while inhibiting hypercomplex cdls of the same orienta.tion rlt nearby 
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positions. One role of this spatial competition is to spatially sharpen the neural responses to 
oriented luminance edges. Another role is to initiate the process at Stage 5 called end cutting, 
wlwn'by boundaries are formed that abut a line end at orientations perpendicular or oblique to the 
orientation of the line itself (Grossberg, 1987a; Grossberg <tnd Mingolla, 1985b ). 
Output from the higher-order hypercomplex cells feed into cooperative bipole cells at Stage 6. 
The bipole cells initia.te long-mnge boundary grouping and completion. Bipole cells realize a type 
of statistical AND gate, since they ftre if both of their receptive fields are sufftciently activated by 
appropriately oriented hypereomplex cdl inputs. Bipole cells hen'by realize a. type of long-range 
coopenction among the outputs of a.ct.ive hypercomph!x cells. For example, a. horizontal bipole 
celL as in Figure 3, is excited by activ<.ttion of horizontal hypercomplex cells that input to its 
horizontally oriented receptive Jlelds. A horizontal bipole cell is also inhibited by activation of 
vertical hypercomplex cells. This inhibition prevents boundaries from being colinearly completed 
across regions t.ha.t conta.in suHieic~ntly many perpendicular or oblique contrasts. a. property ea.Jled 
spatial impc'netrability (Grossberg, 1087a: Grossberg <Uld Mingolla. 1985b). 
Bipole cc'lls were predicted to <'xis\ in Cohen <Uld Grossberg ( 198'1) and Grossberg ( L'l8~1) shortly 
before cortical cells in area. \:'2 with similar properties were report(:d by von der I-It)ydt, Peu-~r.ha.ns, 
and Baumgartner (198•1). At around the time of the von der Hc;ydt ct al. report, Crossberg and 
Mingolla. ( 1985a, 1985b) used bipolc' c<'il properties to simulate and explain cl<ua about illusory 
contour formation, neon color spr(~ading. and texture sc~gregation. among other topics. 'l'hese same 
properties pby a. role in our simulations of SAR da.ta .. 
Dipole~ cells ge1wra.te fer~dha.ck signals to lLke-orienwd hypercomplex n:lls within Stages 'i and 8 of 
Figun~ :3. 'l'hl'SC fet~dbaek signals he1p to create and enhance spatially and orientationally consistc:nt 
boundary groupings, while inhibiting inconsistent ones. In particular, bipole cC'll outputs compete 
across orientation a.t each position within Stage 7 to select the cooperatively most favored orienta-
tion, or orienta.tions. 'I'hese outputs then undergo spatial competition that excites cells <et the same 
orientation and position while inhibiting cells at ne<nby positions. Cells which derive the most coop-
erative support from bipole grouping after tlu~se compctitiv(~ sdection processes tlwreupon further 
Pxc:itc: the corrPsponding bipole cells. This cycle of bottom-up and top-down intc:raction betweccn 
hypc;rcomplex cells and bipole cells mpidly converges to a fin<tl boundtny segmentation. Feed-
b<tck arnong bipole cells and hyperc:omplex cells hereby drives a resonant coopc'n1tive-competitive 
decision process that completes the sta.tistica.lly most favored bound<nic:s, suppresses less favored 
bonndados: aud cohen~ntl.y hinds togH:Iu~r ttppropriato f<~atun-~ cornbinations in the image. 
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Cohen and Grossberg (1984) and Grossberg and Todorovic (1988) developed the FCS model to 
simulate m<1lly cl<tta about brightness perception. Arrington ( 1994) has shown that the Grossberg· 
Todorovic ( 1988) model also accurately simulate's the dynamics of brightness filling· in as reported 
in the psychophysical experiments of Paradiso and Nakayama ( 199 l ). The BCS produces boundary 
signals that act as barriers to diffusion within the FCS in response to ON and OFF inputs from 
which the illuminant has been discounted. As diagrammed in Figure 3, these boundary signals 
act to gate diffusion of signals from the ON and OFF cells at Stage 9. That is, for inmge pixels 
through which no boundary signals pass. resulting intensity values become more homogeneous as 
the diffusion evolves. Where boundary signals intervene, however, they block the diffusion, lca.ving 
a resulting difference of intensity level on either side of the boundary signa.!. The result of such 
boundary· gated difl'usion is a form·scnsitive computation that ada.pts to each unique combination 
of image inputs, rather than a correlation derived through a f-ixc~d kernel. 
Tlw ON and OFF signals ma,y or ma.y not be combined to gc'nera.te the 1\nal FCS surfac<' U'Jl· 
resentc.ttion. Tlwre are several related ways to do this that all k:ad to essentially equival<:nt n:sults. 
The basic ide<t in <lll ca.ses is to combine FCS surf<u:e nwasnrPs that depend upon both tlw mtio 
contrasts and the aw~raged ba.ckground luminances of the ima.gt~. The simplest variation is the 
model l whose output is summarized in Figure' 5. llc're the ON responses themselves are used to 
fill·in surface prop<!rties (Cohen :wd Grosslwrg, 1984; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988). That is 
why model I is called the ON cell modd. All the models including model I heavily use tlw fact 
that the ON cells are the result of shuntinr; on.center off·surround, or cooperative·competitive. pro· 
cessing that comj_HJU:s a rneasurc~ of local ratio contrast. In addition~ the exc.it<.ttory and inhibitory 
p<nanreters of the cells are chosen asymnwtrically in model L so that the ratio contrasts add 10 
<1 consuurt b<tckground activity lnvel which is modulated by <1locally averaged luminance~ b·d in 
response to dense imagery. 
In order to compute a background activity lc>vel that covaries more generally with locally aver· 
aged image luminances, both ON and OFF cell responsc:s are used. Here, the OFF responses <ne 
subtracted from the ON responses, either bccfore or after the filling·in stage. This stnrtcgy was in· 
troduced in Grossberg ( 198/b) and ha.s been applied in several studies since; e.g., Grossberg ( 199,1 ). 
Grossberg and Wyse (1991), Neumann ( 199:3), and Pessoa, Mingolla, and Nemmum (1995). Such 
a. subtraction of OFF (off.center OlHUJTOnrul) signals from ON (on·center off.surround) signal cells 
is said to create rlouble opponent cells, since it combines two successive competitive (or opponc'rlt) 
in t.era.ctions. 
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Figure 5: Processing by Model I scales of the bridge-overpass image. Compare with ~Jodelll result 
in Figure 1 d. 
In perhaps the simplest double opponent cornput<ttion. that of Grossberg and Wys<' ( 1991), 
the OFF cells have a higher tonic, or baseline~, activity than do riH• O'i cells. Wlwn tlw OFF cell 
n?sponses arc subtracted from the ON cell wsponses, there are two terms: one is s<::nsitive to ratio 
contrast and tlH-? other. which arises from the asymmetric baseline activities, increases as a function 
of <tlow-pass nonlinea.rly-compressed luminance estimate. The net double opponent signal diffuses 
<tcross an FCS lllling-in donu1in. or FIDO. Alterwttively. the O'i and OFF inputs could first diffuse 
within their own O'i and OFF FIDOs .. each gated by tlw same bound<uy segmentation, before 
the nr:t ON-minus .. ()FF doubl<?-opponcnt response is computed. Let us call this the asyrnmetric 
ON/OFF model, or model II. Figure l shows the output of modlJ 11 to the sanw image that is 
processed by mochel I in Figure 5. 
A reh1ted approach, that of Nmunann (!99:l), subtracts OFF cell outputs from ON cell outputs, 
where both cell types have tlw same, possibly zero, tonic activity. This double oppo!ll'nt operation 
generates a rnl•asure of relative contntst only. 'I'he rectified output signa.! from this opc:ration is 
allowed to fill-in within a FIDO. Likewise, rectified OFF-minus-ON signals fill··in thc'ir own FIDO. 
ln addition, ON plus OFF activities an; added, without filling-in, to the filled-in ON-minus-OFF 
activities to provide a baseline that is sensitive to background luminance, and the filled-in OFF-
Jninus-0'1 activities are divided from tlwm. These difference (ON-OFF) and sum (ON+OFF) 
o1wrations <lrC reminiscent of the L-M color computation an<l L+M luminance computation that 
M;ry 11, 19rJ!5 
Figur<' 6: S;tmc as Figun~ 5 for :\!odd Ill. 
ta.l.::l;s place lwtween long ( L) and nwdiun1 (\!_)wavelength n)tinal cone chann(~]s ( ~ .. 1ollon and ~llaqw. 
19H:l). 
For SAR ima~es. combining rile 0:\-:-0FF rl'sponsr'. without iiiling-in. w the filled-in 0\ OFF 
and OE'F---ON n;sponses rc-:i1nrollnces ima~t' spl1Clde and other distortions that. filling-in !wlps to 
overcomt:. \Yc' dwref'on: modify this llll1thod by filling-in hoth tht' difference and sum response's 
bdorr' combining rhem. LN ns ntll this n'vispd modd the• s_nnmr•rric ON/OFF modr•!. or mod<'l Ill. 
Figure• G shows l'llc' output of \lode:] Ill :-o the: sarne ima.gc: <'IS in Fignn-~ I. Comparison of Fignrc:'s 1. 
5. and fi shows that all three mod<'i variants produce similar ourpnts in responsr: to thr• S,\11 data. 
These BC~/FCS computations an: conl.pllH:d a.t three diirc:n;nt ;;calt~s in order to (~nha.IH't: image 
structures of diiTerC1nt sizes. As diagramm(:d in Figure ---L tht~ fllled··in surface' reprc:sentat..ions or the 
rliffr'rc'nt scalc•s are added to yield a linal multiple sca,le output. 
5 Mathematical Description of BCS and FCS 
5.1 Stage I: Shunting ON and OFF Center-Surround Networks 
TlH:' first. proet'ssing stag<: performs a partial local norrnall1.ation of image intensities. ·rhis b ar-
compiisl.H·:d by two shunting center-surround systNns. TlH~ first. ;Ul on-CQntl~r off-::lll'l'OUIHIJH:t:\rork. 
corn'sponds to an ON chaHJwl or tlw visua.l pathwa._y. TlH~ sr~cond shuiit.ing !Wt.work. wit.h a.n oil'-· 
n~ntt\r and on··SurrountL corn;sponds to a.n OFF channel. In (:ach e<t.s<-' the l'quilibrium activitit)s of 
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the networks contains both a DOG (Difference of Gaussians) term in the numerator, which detects 
contrast differences. and a SOG (Sum of Gaussians) term in the denominator which compensates 
f(Jr the level of illumination. thereby discounting the illuminant. The two networks diffm· in the 
sign of their responses to a given light-to-dark (left-to-right) step transition, as the ON channel re-
sponds positively on the ldt side of the step, and the OFF channel responds positiv(~ly on the right 
side of the step (negative outputs are set to zero). The outputs of the ON and OFF cells, beside 
feeding into Stage 2. are also employed as the FCS signals that feed into Stage 9. The nnprocessed 
SAR image (not logarithmically transformed) is input into the equilibrium forms of the following 
shunting on-center off-surround, and off-center on-surround, differential equations that define tlu' 
activities of ON and OFF preprocessing cells (Grossberg, 197:l). 
ON Opponent Cell Activation 
d .. 1 Jt·.l i_j 1)( .9 l'') "'[(Lr .. rl)('"l (··g z·c'l ]/ - ·:r·i.i--- + ~ '- .tij ·'i.ipq- .ti.-1 + -"')'Jijp11 ~)q· 
(p,g) 
OFF Opponent Cell Activation 
f)(-'1 T) "'[([I -'I )"'I (~·J l)C''~ ]/ 
-- ;);i]- _:,·_ + ~ / - .);'iJ ,Jijpq- _.ti_j + -' ·ijlJI!- ~)(!' 
(p,q) 
In ( 1) and (2), the center and surround kernels are 
(i·····Pl_+(}-q __ -_ C' { 2 . )''} C{JI''I = '2-T_ exp - : 2 2 .. • 
ilrJcu acg , 
L' { ( · . )2 ( · ·)2 } s·:J = __ ._J- , . _..':..:.: P + I=!i__ 
, ij'f)(' 2- 2 cxp 2 2 . 
'I(]" sg (]" sg 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
'l'he ON channel activity at position (i,j) and scale g is denoted by :r;:i in (1), and tlte corresponding 
OFF channel activity is denoted by xf:i in (2). Term !,1 is the input to position (p, q) of both 
channels. Note that the) center kern()] (C) a.nd the surround kernel (S) of the ON cells in (1) are 
n'''''rsed in (2) to become the surround and center kernels, respectivdy, of tlw OFF cells. The cell 
activities are evalu:lted at equilibrium and rectified. yidding the ON and OFF output sigm1ls: 
ON Opponent Output Signal 
(5) 
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OFF Opponent Output Signal 
where 
[
DE+ L(p.qj([l Sf;,"- LCfm) I""]+ 
D + L(p.q)(Cf:;,,, + sr;pql r,," 
[w]+ = max(w, 0). 
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(ii) 
(I) 
The ON and OFF clH1llnels have a DC level that is determined by a b<tselilw <lCtivity level E or E, 
respectively (Grossberg <lnd Wyse, 1991). 
Equ<ttions (5) and (6), respectively, compute on-center off-surround. and off-center on-surround, 
normalized ratio contrasts of the input imagr'. Th'' c>quations are applied at three sp<etial scales, 
J,9 and J,,9 , 9 = 0, l, 2, which 11re deftned by the st<lndard dcwiations of the center and SlllTOUJHl 
Gaussian kernels in (:3) and ( l). See Table I. The center kernels are small and constant across 
scales to yield high spatial frequency detail at: <111 sc<elc's. while the surround kernds incn,ase with 
scale in orch~r to modulate the center l'(~spon:)e with lower spatia.l frequency information at larger 
scales. Other pa.rameters an' for models I-III a.re found in 'I\1blc's l-:3. For example, large SAH 
imagL~ values, having ranges of approximatc~ly [,-1-D--~.14.:231] and [.5:3 -25~25'-J] in Figures la and La~ 
respectively, necessitate the largr' "decay" p;uameter value of D = 2000 in C'i) and (6) in ordc>r to 
prev(~nt information about a local image intensity from bl:.ing complt::tely norma.l.i;,ed. 
With E and E choscm so tlnlt equilibriunr 00: and OFF ;lctivities are positive, subtraction of 
the OFF ch;umel output from tlw ON ch;lnMl output c·i<'lds 
ON Double Opponent Cell Activation 
(8) 
Likewic;e, the OFF double opponent cl'll activation is defined by 
-,y __ T!l v'J 
ci,· - _·\_ i/ - .'\. ir · 
' ] ' 
(D) 
Equation (8), and likewise c'quat.ion (9), shows !.hat the effects of subtract.inp; OFF from ON 
<lrt idtit~s result in an activation pro!Jle \vhose first term is sensitive to the ra.t.io-contrasts in the 
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Table 1: Parameters for lVIodel II 
Name Description Value 
Stage 1: Shunting ON and OFF Center-Surround Networks 
CJ,!I. g = 0.1. 2 Center blurring space constants 0.3 
<T.,o Surround blurring space constant 1.2 
CJ, 1 Surround blurring space constant 3.6 
CJ,2 Surround blurring space constant l0.8 
C. S Center and Surround coefncients 1.0 
U Polarization mnstant 1.0 
L Hyperpolarization constant 1.0 
D Activation decay 2000.0 
E ON ba.seline <ectivity level 0.5 
E OFF baseline 11ctivity level 1.0 
Stages 2 and S: Simple and Comple:r Cells 
CJ,o Blurring space constant 
C!d Blurring space constant 
eJv2 Blurring space constant 
C!hg· g = 0. l. 2 Blurring space constants 
A Scaling factor 
B Complex cell tlmeshold 
Sta.IJe .{: Ilypcrcomplex Cell8, Competition I 
ac9 • [! = 0. 1: 2 Center blurring space constants 
cr.so Surround blurring space constant 
o-s1 Surround blurring spa.c(; consta.nt 
O"sJ. Surround blurring sp<J .. ce constant 
D Activation decay 
U Polarizat:ion constant 
L Hyperpolarization constant. 
T Tonic input 
E0 Feedback scaling fl1ctor 
E 1 Feedb11Ck scaling f11ct:or 
E2 Feedback scaling fac.tor 
Stage 5: llypercomplex Cells., Compet.i.t.ion II 
CJ" q"' 0, L 2 Center blurring oric~ntation constant 
CJ,, Surround blurring orientation constant 
C Ccmter coefficient 
s 
u 
L 
D 
Surround coeflicic'nt 
Polarization COIISta.nt 
Hyperpolariz11tion constant 
Activation clc'cay 
0.75 
l.'l 
:3.0 
;30' u,r; 
500.0 
0.01 
0. I 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
1000.0 
1.0 
1.0 
LO.O 
400.0 
450.0 
600.0 
0.7 
6.0 
0.7 
:)0.0 
:u 
0.8 
1.0 
Equation( s) 
(3) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(3),(4) 
(1),(2) 
(1),(2) 
(1),(2) 
(1) 
(1) 
(19) 
(19) 
( 19) 
(10) 
(2:3) 
(2:3) 
(22),(2•1) 
(22),(2•1) 
(22),(24) 
(22),(24) 
( 22 ),(2•!) 
(22),(2•1) 
(22),(24) 
( 22) ,(24) 
(2:3) 
(2:3) 
(2:)) 
(26) 
(27) 
(25),(28) 
(25),(28) 
(25),(28) 
(25 ),(28) 
(25),(28) 
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Table 1: Parameters for Model II (Cont'cl) 
Name Description Va1ne Equation( s) 
Stage li: Bipole Cells, Long-Range Cooperation 
Co Bipole filter size 15 (:32),(:]:3) 
C't Bipole filter size 20 (32),(:3:3) 
C2 Bipole filter size 51 (32),(:3:3) 
u Bipole lobe divisive constant 0.015 (:ll) 
(3 Distance fall-off coeflicient 0.8 (34) 
fl Curvature fa11-off codlicient 11.0 (:34) 
1 Orientationa.l selectivity 31.0 (:34) 
A0 Output t!m;shold 0.16 (:l.S) 
11 1 Output threshold 0.12 (:3-5) 
A2 Output threshold 0.08 (%) 
Stage 7: !Iypercmnple1/Bipole Cells, Feedback Competition II 
Stage 8: Jiypercomplel:jBipole Cells, Feedback Competition I 
0' vO· rlf<o Blurring space constants 0.15 ( :]8) 
O'vt, O'J<~ Blurring space constants l.O (:JS) 
O'v2· 0';,2 Blurring space constants 2.0 (:38) 
Stage .9: Filling- in 
D Activation decay ().()5 
10.0 5 Pemneability numerator factor 
Permeability denomimuor factor 1000.0 
'fable 2: Parameters \Jnique to Model I 
(:39)(!2) 
(:30) (42) 
(:39)+l2) 
Name; Description Value Eqn<,tion ( s) 
Stage 1: Shunting ON and OFF Cent.cor-S'urround Net.works 
L Hyperpolarization const<lll t 0. J 
E ON baseline <1<:tivity level 0.0 
E OFF baseline a.ctivity levc•l 0.0 
Stages 2 and S: Simple and Complex Cells 
A Scaling factor 1000.0 
B Complex cell threshold 0.0 
S't.age 6: Dipole Cells, Long-Range Coopemtion 
A0 Output threshold O.OB 
:\ 1 Output thre•shold 0.07 
:\2 Output threshold 0.0'5 
Stage 9: Filling-in 
e Pr,rmeability denominator factor 2000.0 
( 1),(2) 
( l) 
(L) 
(2:3) 
(2:3) 
( :35) 
( 35) 
ClS J 
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Table 3: Parameters Unique to Model III 
Name Description Value Equa.tion(s) 
Stage 1: Shunting ON and OFF Center-Surround Networks 
L Hyperpolarization constant 
E ON baseline activity level 
E OFF b<1seline activity l<~wl 
Stages l and :J: Simple and Complc:r Cells 
A Scaling factor 
B Complex cell threshold 
Stage 6: Bipole Cells, Long-Range Cooperation 
A0 Output threshold 
A1 Output threshold 
A2 Output threshold 
Stage 9: Filling-in 
c Permeability d<,nominator factor 
Stage 10: Combination of Scales 
N ON double-opponent contrast coefficient 
P OFF double-oppmwnt contrast coefficient 
JI :\ctivation deC<ly 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
1000.0 
0.0 
0.08 
0.07 
0.05 
2000.0 
0.1 
2.0 
20.0 
(1),(2) 
(1) 
(1) 
( 2:3) 
(2:l) 
(35) 
(:35) 
(35) 
(:39)-(42) 
(54) 
(54) 
(5·!) 
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image~ with paramctt~rs U <UHl [., facton:cl out. If ·E > E, then thl' second tenn in (8) increases as 
a function of a low-pass flltQrcd and nonlinearly compresst?d transformation of itna.gc luminance. 
<ls in Mr)thod II of Grosslwrg and Viyse (1991). If E = E. them this lnminancc-dcpenclent term 
vanislws. In the case F = E' = 0, Nc'mnann ( 199:3) proposed that the contrast term be combined 
with a luminance v:rm 
(( ' [)' (C''Y C'l )l 
.rJ rfj ....--.-,;;-g ~ / - __ J- L....(p,q) .~· ijp(J + ,_) ijpq · j)lf 
t,:i = "\i:i + );: i:i -- D , ( -,g 5·:1 -l~--~. + L .... (p,q) cijpq +, ijpq.- pq (10) 
If the difl'c]'(mce r!L in (8) were simply adclc'd to the sum lf:i in (10), then the result would 
be 2X'(i, which reduces to modr;l I of Grossberg ;mel Toclorovii: (1988). When C >> L, model J 
generates responses similar to those of models II and III for the SAR imagery studies herein (sel' 
Figure.)). In Neumann (199:3) and l'l'ssoa, 'vfingolla, and Neurnann (1D9-'i), the difference and sum 
terms are not merely add<"!. Ratlwr they are combined using a shunting cqua.tion 
d bg - 1·1/ g 1'1 ' '\' "g I'"u dt ij -·· -,·_ )ij + 'ij T i 1 'Jij- ,_)i_j1 ( I I ) 
wh(~rc S[J and S~!j are filled-in representations of the reetiiied variables d'Y; <.tnd df1 ~ respectivdy. See 
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equations (49) and (!iO) below. At equilibrium. 
( 12) 
In (12), ON and OFF double opponent contrasts modnl<ttc~ the baseline luminance in an upward 
and downward direction, respectively. 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the result of using both ON and OFF chamwls in models II and IlL 
respectively. on a 200x200 pixel C'xample image' (taken from the 400x400 bridge-overp<tss image 
shown in Figure la), a.t small, medium, and large scales from left to right. 1'he top row shows thQ 
rectified ON channel response (5), the middle row the rectiiled OFF channel response (G), <tnd the 
bottom row the net ON-minus-OFF double opponent response (8). 
5.2 Stage 2: Simple Model Cells 
The oriented simple cells model till' first stage of oriented filtering in visual cortex. They use both 
the ON and OFF channels to gauge orh:nu~d contrast differences at each image location. An t:dge 
elicits a strong response in the ON channel to one side and a strong OFF channel n;sponse on the 
other side. 'fhe simple cell fllters are not just edge detectors, however. While: tlwy do produce 
i:Ul amplHled response to abrupt Qdgt~s~ they are also capable of responding to relatively shallow 
image gra.dh?nts. Simple cell outputs at seal() g .. position (i,.J:L a.nd orientation k an' modeled by 
the equations 
where 
_Hg 
8 ijk 
L(; 
·-\/k 
}1 q 
'ijk 
I'. '1 
-'qk 
( I :J) 
(14) 
( Li) 
( I()) 
( 17) 
'II 
il"l 1 <ll \lo(i('i I1: (;'\ j H( 1('1'iii(-1d 0\ ,·:, !i "('::DO!lS(1S ;'d :m:til. :ll<'~l 1 'l!ll. :tJHi Lll''2.'f\ :cait:s !'rr m \ 1 !.1 
~-o ~·igilt. ( i) 'I n(lf'' ;iit:'d OFF ('( 1!1 :·( 1 ~\)011:-)f>;;, Douhl(l-i)j)p()i]('!l1 ninw:.-0 F ;:· ''C'::pou:-::(>:;., 
!'l' -~: !I \!Od(>j ]JJ: i;) :< ·•.:1i! !·•I ')\ !"(']] n""::DO!l;-;l'~. i'Ll ~liLti\. CJU'dill!ll. ;li\d '<\J"2:f,1 :-·<)\( ·;~ ~-l'Olll l,t-'\\ 
:o i':!:.dll. :~eniiie(i OF'. ··:!1 :· 1 '.'-: ;on:::('S. :_(· .i)()l!hi(\ .. !)])!)OIH'!:! 0\--millJI:)-()i:l: :·(';;;Jt:.J :-:-·-~-
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"' G'l ,-g L . ( _"2!z k) A P'l' p,q 2 ' (p,q) 
(18) 
and 
{ (( 
·("k) ,· rrk))2 (· .· ('k) •('k))2)} G" _ 1 ·' . _ ~ p cos 12 - I) sm ( 12 p olll T2 + q cos T2 
J(pqk)-2 exp 2 + . 
' ' 7r1Ihgav9 (J"hg CJug 
(19) 
Equations (13) and (14) describe pairs of Sta.ge 2 simple cells (see Figure 3) that are sensitive to 
opposite directions-of-contmst. Figure 9a shows the ftlters corresponding t.o the three spatial seales 
of a horizontally oriented (k = 0) simple cell st~ in (14). Open circles denote where ON cells are 
weighted more strongly than OFF cells, and black circles the reverse, with circle area corresponding 
to tlw magnitude of the weighting difference between ON and OFF cells. Each simple cdl thus 
receives excita.tory input from an oriented array of ON cdls <Uld a spatially displaced but Like .. 
oriented array of OFF cells (Cruthirds et al.; 1992; Ferster, 1988: Liu et at., 1992; Miller, 1992). 
Pairs of simple cells that are sensitive to opposite contrast pola.rity, or direction-of-contrast, then 
compete (Figure 6b) to generate the net output signals in (Ll) and (14). This competition remoV<'s 
baseline activity differences in ON and OFF cells and weighs the' relative a.dvant<tge of opposite 
pola.rity simpk cells. In the lhniting Cd$(~ where there is no image contra.st. there is no output from 
these cells. 
'l'lw use of both ON and OFF cells to form boundaries owrcomes complementary dl'iiciencies 
of each dett-)ctor in n:sponding to changing contour curvatures and to dark or light noise pixels 
(Carpenter, Grossberg and Mellanian, 1989; Grossberg and Wyse. 1991). The• net output signa.ls 
in (Ll) and (14) include input from both ON and OFF cells within each oriented filter lobe, thus 
maximizing simple> cell sensitivity to a given direction-of..contrast across the full nwge of ON <lnd 
OFF cell activations. Stage 2 parameters consist of the standa.rd deviations of the oriented filter 
defined in (19), which are rJvg <.tnd rJ;,y = 3 rJ,,Y for g = 0, L 2. Sc~e Table l. 
5.3 Stage 3: Complex Cells 
A complex cell at scale~ g, position (i,j), and orientation k pools oriented contrast for both contrast 
polarities, or directions .. of-contrast. Pooling is a.ccomplished by summing the half-wave rectiflc•d 
outputs of simple cells a.t t.he sanw position and orientation but with opposite direction .. of.·contrast 
sensitivities: 
(20) 
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. . . . . . . . . 
........... 
(a) 
OFF 
OFF 
(b) 
• • • • • 0 •••• 0 0 ••• 
······••••••······· 
••••• ····:::::···· •• 0 •• ••••••••• ••••••••• 
••••••••• 0 ••• 0 ••••••• 0 ••••••• 
• • • • • • 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •••• 
+ 
Figure 9: (a): llorizont<ll orientational filters used for Stage 2 simple cells at three spatial scales. 
Opnn circles denote whc~re ON cells <Ue weighted more strongly than OFF cells, <llld black circles 
tho nw<:~rs(:~ with circh~ an~a corresponding to tho magnitude of the weighting diffenmc(~ between 
ON and OFF cells. (b): Circuitry for ON and OFF cc~ll input to oriented simpln cells of opposite 
din'ct ion -of..con trast. 
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Equation (20) can be expressed directly in terms of Stage l ON and OFF cell outputs as 
'\' (C'u G8 ) ( Y 9 Y 8 ) L.., J( +~ k) - J( -~ k) ~- pqk - .<' pqk . p,q 2 ' p,q 2 ' (p,q) 
(21) 
The top row of Figures 10 and ll show the result of Stage 3 complex cell processing at small, 
medium, and large scales in response to models II and IlL respectively. Here, image intensity 
represents the total activity summed across orit'ntation of the complex cells at each position. 
5.4 Cooperative-Competitive Loop 
The complex cell output is passed into the Cooperative-Competitive Loop. This nonlinear feed· 
back network detects, regularizes. and complt~tes boundaries whilt~ suppressing image noise. The 
<llgorithm that implements the CC Loop iteratively a.pplies six sequemia.l processing stages to 
strengthen and complete consistent (i.t~., colinea.r or nea.r-colinear) boundary contours while de· 
forn1ing~ sharp(~ning, and thinning; them (i.e.~ reducing variance across 1wighboring positions and 
orienta.tions). The output of the six processing steps (Figun• :3) are feel back into the iirst processing 
step to complete a single iteration of the loop. Five iterations of the CC Loop were used lwcause 
functionally emcctive boundary cornplction could thcn•by lw accomplished for the image resolution 
used. 
1'he CC Loop was run independently at the three spatial scales. The Stage 5 hypercornplex 
output following five CC Loop itemtions is shown in row rwo of Figures 10 and 11. Hen~, interrsity 
rt•presents the total amplitude Lk y{ik of cell activity at ea.ch position. Compare the complex cell 
activities in row I of Figure 10 or 11 with tlw hy]wrcomplex cell aetivitir's after CC Loop feedback 
in row 2. The boundaries in row 2 are obviously shaqwr and more complete. The CC Loop is 
realized by the following processing stagr,s. 
5.4.1 Stage 4: Hypercomplex Cells, Competition I (On-Center Off-Surround Inter-
action Across Position) 
Output from St<tge :3 a.s wccll as j(,c,dha.ck from Stage il of thr~ CC Loop are inpnt into the equilibrium 
form of the l(lllowing dil[c;rential ettuation, in which cl'!ls of the same oricmt:<1tion at nearby positions 
•I': 
_., 
.\lny i 1 _ I UU:J ')(' 
·-.) 
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compete to help select the position;\lly best localized boundary: 
!.!_1 9 - -D ·9 "'[(U- ")C" -(· 9 L)S'g ]f(!! ) T I( 9 ) dt v,:ik- ILiJk + ~ wi.ik ijpq wijk + 'ijpq cpqk. + + ?, vi:ik'g ' 
(p,q) 
(22) 
where Cfjpq and S'fJpq <tre the center and surround Gaussian filters defined by (3) and (4), 
f(w) = A[w- B]+ and h(w,g) = Egw, 
<tnd vf1k is defined in (:37) below. The rectified equilibrium output signaJ generated by (22) is 
(MJ 
The feedforward spatial comp,;tition in the brackets of equation (23) realizes the endstopping 
operation that conwrts model complex cells into model hypereomplex cells. Parameter valiH'S 
for the tlnl'e modds arl' found in Tables 1-:3. 
5.4.2 Stage 5: Hypercomplex Cells, Competition II (On-Center Off-Surround Inter-
action Across Orientation) 
The second competitive stage of hypercomplex cr•lls occurs ;rcross different orientations at the sanw 
position to sel,;ct thl' most favored boundary orientations. Here, 
where 
and 
The equilibrium form of (25) is 
. C { (k-r) 2 } C~.:T = ~ exp - 2 a~ 
. s { (k-7·)2} 
sh = J'- 2 exp - 2 2 . 211CJ8 (Js 
)_= .• -( UC"'- LSb) Wf'i,· 
D + L,.((\, + S\,.) Wfl, 
See Tables l<l for p;ua.rneter valul's. 
(25) 
(2G) 
(27) 
(28) 
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The positions and orientations selected by the feedforward competitive interactions among 
hypercomplllx cells bias the cooper<ttive grouping interactions among bipole cells that occur at Stage 
6. Feedback from the bipole cells can, in turn. modify the orientations and positions selected by 
the f(~edforward competitive interactions via term h('uf1k) in (25). Thus, positions and orientations 
that receive only modest support directly from Stage 4 Jllters can win the competition at thllir 
position if they receive stronger net positive feedback from the CC Loop. 
5.4.3 Stage 6: Bipole Cells, Long-Range Cooperation (Statistical And-Gates) 
The coopm·atiw grouping of the CC Loop is performed at Stage 6 by bipole cells tha.t act like long-
range statistical AND gates. In order for <1 horizontally oriented cooperative bipole cell to fin), both 
the left and right receptive fields of the cell need to receive input signals from the hypercornpk;x 
cells of Stage 5. When a bipole cell fires, it sends a top-down signal through Stages 7 <lnd 8 to 
the hypercomplex cells of Stage 4, when; it is combined with bottom-up information. This type of 
boundary completion can occur simulta.neously across all orienta.t.ions at all positions. 
The orilmted. cooperation stage uses the ''bow-tie:' sh<:tpc~d bipoh~ Hlters to achieve nonlim:a.r 
coopt~ra.tion betwt~en spa.ti<:tlly sepa.rated cdls h·a.ving c.olinl:'ar or ne;.J.r-colinear orientations. The 
filu:rs arr: sensitive to a ra.ngo of orientations which increas<-:s with distance from the filter Cl:)nu~r. 
Tlw antplitlHle of' niter response a.lso decreases with distance from tlw umter, as well as with 
deviation from coline<lrity. Sufficit'nt input 1nust reach both lobes of the bipole cell for it to respond 
abow; threshold: thc:reb:y cornpleting; boundariQs inwardly front pairs~ or greater numbers: or input 
inducers. Tht-: orienu~d cooperation is aecom_plishcd via tlH:: differential equation 
:t__ "!i - - ,!! + h(i\9 ) .L /•( B 9 ) dt. ~ijk ··- -vijk ijk. I t· ijk ) (29) 
which is implemented in the equilibrium form: 
"
7 
-- /•( lg ) ' i'(Bg ) Nijk ~ ~ ;- i:jk. T {· i_jk l (30) 
when~ 
(ll ) 
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(a) 
(b) 
a 0 • o 0 (II o 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
• • • • • • • • 0 ••• 0 
0 • • • •••• 
Fignre 12: (a): Horizontal bipole filters Clt three spatial scaks. 1'he length of each oriented line 
segment is proportional to the filter codlicic,nt >et tha.t location and orientation. (b): Horizontal 
feedback intra-orientationa1 spatial sharpening filters at thn-:e spatial scales. 
and (using the notation r for the orientation peqwndicular to r ). 
'\" ([ ]+ [ r+)[Z . ]+ L YJ>(/'1' ~ 'Vprp:J . -'('2pfC~1 ,'2qjC9 ,r.k) : (:l2) 
(p,q,r) 
2::.: ([y,q,.J+ - [Yr'I"J+ )[- Z(zp;c,.z.,;c9 ,,·.k)l+. 
(p,q,r) 
0 ~- q { ( )2} sgn{p} l'xp{ -·,B(p" + q·)} exp -p. J!2 · 
• { ( k - T )7r ( 2q ) } cos 1 --y-.... _ sgn {JJ} arctan p., p . 
Equation (:l4) is composed of three parts which determine how the bipole filter values decrcccse 
as a function of (1) the distance from tlw center of tlw filter: exp{ ··,B(Ji + q2 )}; (2) spatial 
deviation from colincarity: exp { -·· p. ( ;J) 2 }; and ( :3) orientational deviation from colincarity: 
cos'' {.lk!l' 1" . . - sgn{p} arctan (~,p) }. The CC Loop is run independently at three diffCJ'(cnt scales. 
with bipole illtt,rs defilwd by (:H) sampled at sizes of C 1 , y = 0. I, 2. given in the '1'<1bles. Figure l2 
shows these three bipole scales a.t the horizont<tl orientation (/;: = 0 ). In Figure 1:3a, e<tch line orien .. 
tation rc:presents filter orientation, and line length repn's<-mts filter magnitude at the correspondjng 
position. 
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The output of each cooperative bipole cell is given by 
j '( g ) - [ _g t J + zijk - ·"ijk - .·- g • (:35) 
The bipole cell outputs <~re next orient<1tionally and spatially slmrpened in order to compensate for 
the orientational and spa.tia.l fuzziness of the bipolc~ cells n'cc~ptive fields. 
5.4.4 Stage 7: Hypercomplex/Bipole Cells, Feedback Competition II (On-Center 
Off-Surround Interaction Across Orientation) 
The cooperative bipole cells compete across orientation at each position to select the coopcerativcJy 
favored orientations. Speciiically, Stage 6 output is passed to the equation 
L,.(UCh- LSh) /(cfj,) 
J) + L,.( ch + sh) /( cfj,)' 
where a.ll parameter values are the sa.nw as in Stage 5. 
5.4.5 Stage 8: Hypercomplex/Bipole Cells, Feedback Competition I (On-Center Off-
Surround Interaction Across Position) 
A Hnal competitive feedback sta.g0: is used to achieve spatial sharpening wltil<:; selt:cting the most 
favored spatial positions among all the nearby cooperative cells tha.t are tunQd for the same orien-
tation. This is accomplished by convolving each oriented output from Stage 7 with an <rnisotropic 
DOG filter, elongated in the preferred orientation. Specilically, 
(:l7) 
wlwro F is an oriented filter made up of tlw difference of a cc~nter a.nd two -flanking Gaussians. 
1 '!J - ( ,g 1 ((<'I (''!! ) ' r- --·r. -1 ijpqk - -~ ("i-p,J-'l,k) 2 -· (i-p,]-q+ff,,k) -j - ('i-p,j-7-0"v,k) 
where Ct1l , '·) is Lhe Gaussian k()rll(~l deflnl'd in (19). Se<-~ 'l'ahles 1-;3 for parameter vailH~S. FiguH~ p,.; •" 
8b shows horizontal F Jilt.ers <lt the three svttial scales. The output ·ufjk from the final CC Loop 
stage fr;ecls back to the' first. CC Loop stage. as in (2'1). 'fiH; bottorn-up and tO!Hlown CC Loop 
signals hereby n~sona.to to choose the statistically most favored boundary segnwnta.tion. 
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5.5 Stage 9: Filling-In 
The BCS produces boundary signaJs tlntt act <1S barriers to diffusion within the FCS. As ·m Gross-
berg and Mingolla (l985b). BCS output signals are derived from Stager, of the CC Loop. Those 
bounchuy signals act to g<ltl' diffusion of signals in the filling- in domains of Stage 9 that ;ue activa1ed 
by ON and OFF cell output of Stage l. For image pixels through which no boundary signals pass, 
resulting intensity vaJues become mon~ homogeneous as the diffusion evolves. Where boundary sig-
nals intervene, howevc'r, they inhibit tlw diffusion, leaving a resulting activity differene<c' on either 
side~ of the boundary signaL These boundary signals are organizc~d into a form-sensitive mesh that 
is called a boundilry web (Grossberg, l987a; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1987). Boundary wc~bs can 
track the statistics of edges. textures, and shading. This is how boundary-gated filling-in achic~ves 
its sensitivity to the form of each unique coni\guration of image inputs. After ON and 0 FF fllling-·,n 
occurs) tho ontputs are cmnbined as in Figure :3b-d to generate tlw 1wt surface repn-)s(~ntation or 
that scale. 
Inputs from Sta.gl' l undergo a. nonlim'<lr diffusion procc•ss at St<\tc: 9 within compartnH'nts 
defined by bounda.ry signals. In particula.r 1 boundary signals create high resistant(~ barriers to 
filling-in. Tlw diffusion eqnations in respons1; to individual ON and OFF cell outputs an: (C:oiH'n 
a.nd Grossberg, 198<-1: Grossb<:~rg and TodoroviC) 1988): 
ON Filling-In 
( :l 'J) 
where X/; is cldinell by (5 ). 
OFF Filling-In 
I 10) 
where Xf, is deflned by (fi). At equilibrium, 
(41) 
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and 
xyj + Lp,qENl) sy)qp;;(]ij 
f) + Lp,qENt} Pj;qij 
The boundary-gated penm~a.bilities obey 
where 
'i'g· = "'·ell . 
,"j-1; L:h1 k 
k 
32 
(42) 
( 43) 
(44) 
Note that the permeability P;;~ri:i decreases as the boundary signals yf> 11 and yf:i from Stage.) increase. 
In other \vordsl the diffusion gate closes as the boundary gets strong. The nearest-neighbor sources 
;rncl sinks of diffusion in (40)-(41) ;ue: 
Ni, = {(i,j- J),(i- Lj). (i + Lj), (i.j+ 1)}. ( 45) 
In model L the filled-in ON activities .s;1 are used to form the outputs. In moclel lL the 
filled-in OFF activities sfj <He subtr;rcted from the filled-in ON activities .s·fJ to derive thl' outputs. 
Alterna.tivdy, the net double-opponent rc'sponse X?1 - Ji"'C in (8) could be usN\ to Jill-in a single 
diffusion network. ln modell!L all the terms d·fj in (8). ilf.i in (D). and IL in (10) an; usN\ to fill-in 
net 00:, OFF. and luminance responses; 
c~1~s;j = -DS(; +· L (SJ;~~- S(;).Pi?~~i.J + [dJ.iJ+: 
p,qEN,1 
d -,g - L)c.Y "' -s,g c.Y ').Y [''t':J J+ (u"ij--- ·Ji.i + 0_ (._ pq- ·Jij)I pqij + (,ij , 
p.qENt1 
d !] - - g 
-L--DL+ dt.- I} IJ "' ( [!1 J'1 ) p.Y (1 L-..t _ _.~prJ - - -'i.j - pqi_j + i.i 1 
p,qENtJ 
( 'l(i) 
(47) 
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which are simul<tted in equilibrium form, 
sg = 
lJ 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
Equations (41) <end (42) are implemented for 400 iterations. The lUling-in parameter values 
are D = O.OC,, a = 10.0, c = 1000.0, n = 400. The net outputs for the three scales g = L, 2. :.l, 
<He shown for modc>ls lJ and III in row :3 of Figures 10 and 1 L Note that. <llthongh the mc•clium 
and large scale BCS boundaries in row 2 of Figure 10 and 11 cannot distinguish the small posts 
on the bridg<::~ thes(~ posts arc recovered in all the FC~S filh~d-in surface representation;;. induding 
the nwdiUin and large scale irna.gQs. This is true due to two proportics operating togetlH::r: {_ L) A 
narrow on-n~nter is used to discount the illuminant aeross all scales, and thus to distinguish tho 
posts across all scales at the ON and OFF cell outputs depicted in Figure 5. (2) T'hc~ !l)('(!ium and 
large scale boundaries "·cov(~{~ the post locations, and thus trap tlH~ir local contrasts within tlH:ir 
boundary wc;b. See Grossberg and Mingolla (1987) and Grosslwrg and T'odorovic (l'l88) I(Jr rclated 
uS<:1S of boundar)'' wt~b propc?rtins. 
5.6 Stage 10: Combination of Scales 
'l'he flnal output ilnag(~ is atta.iJJNl hy a. weighted combination of' filled-in double-opponent surfacQ 
represcnta.tions at different scales. \iVeighting coefficients are selc>ctc>cl so that the variances of the 
three filled-in doublcHJpponc,nt component images an! approximately equal. 'l'lw mnlt.iplc-scale 
output surfac:c! is thus computt!d as 
Model I: 
() .. - 00 -1 01 -1 ,.2 IJ - <Ji_i - '-'ij - ''ij (52) 
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Model II: 
Model III: 
0 .. _":~(so _ c<J) + 4_( 8 1 _ .,1) + ·)(,2 _ -8 2) t] - ' 1) 0 1_1 l} <.>/) -'- ut) 1j ' 
2 [!I N C!l 
I: . ..Jij +. di:i 0·-':1- M + PSg 
g=O I] 
(54) 
The quality of the fmal output image is not sensitiw to the exact values of thl! respective weight-
ing coefficients. We chose values such th<lt each scale has an approximately equal contribution "by 
eye" to producing the final combined-scah' output. A mon~ sophisticated multiple-scale interaction 
which has lwon proposed to achit:vc figure-ground separation lays tlH:~ foundation for futun~ re;)earch 
(Grossberg, 19<J'I ). 
6 Comparison with prior methods 
The lJCo/FCS results wen• compan'<l with previously publislwd methods for spPckle noise reduc-
tion. To facilitate comparison, the unprocessed SAR values I were passed through the comprc:ssivc 
function 
( .. I r 1 1 = -·····. 
. . D + r 
where }) = L 000, in order to produce imagc~ry of roughly the:: sanl<:~ grey-kH)l distributions <J:) 
the HCS/FCS Stage l mrtput. before processing by the alternative noise reduction methods. Tlw 
aJtcrnatlvc nwtb.ods consid(-~n~d are: smoothing with a. mc:dia.n Illwr (Scollar, \Vc.~idner, and Huang~ 
1984), adaptive <wera.ging with a sigma filter (Lee, l~JS:l). and smoothing with a geometric filter 
(Crimmins, 1985). The pa.rameters of these methods are set to obtain a similar net arnount of 
smoothing· as determined by informal observation··· a.s the BCS/FCS, in order to eva.Jua.tc• how 
vvell they remove noise whik retaining actua.l ima.ge features. Because it tends to suppre-ss outli(?rs. 
the median liltc:r is a sc'nsible method for reducing speckle noise (Scollar, et al., 198tl ). A :Jx:3 median 
fl]t(-:r was a.pp!led for :3 iterations. Alternatively: <_1)/Craging \vith a mean filter blurs real r~dgC'S too 
rnucl1. T'his problem is addressc:d with the: sigma liltt.:r. which only <tveragc•s those pixels vvith 
intc'nsity within two st.anrhtrd dt'via.tions of the U!nter pix(:]. HowevQJ\ this approach h'a.n's many· 
outli(~rS 1 which <1.n: dun to SJWclde noise 1 llll.tonch(-;d. This prohlc.~m is (:tddresscd by locally a.vt~raging 
:i~; dor:o1n 
'-
.).) 
Bon.n1n 
}/;tF I I. I')').') 
... 
! '~ 'l! 
:n1· ·:~'-·\·in~) n1', <11· :i:H'd 
!ni>:· :i: ·)f 1 n't.':-i ;tnu :l!;ui(;\\'"·· 
i'()\\': 
:ll!i-:!'. Top Lllil . ~ .\ n 
·:\ il .'..!.T;JSS iwlm\· ·:Ild <\ 't);di ">II I iH' lvft. :;:l'l'iHlli :·o··.\": ,dl't'l':-:j)()!ll!:·•·) 
'dnr~spotHiiw:.· 1nonH·l!':c :iiu:r !"l':-:uit:-: '\·itil :; :l1'!:t1ions. ;:·,_;;i:·· 
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Figure 15: Gc;ometric filter results, with 10 itenrtions, corresponding to Figure H. 
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those pixels for which K or ft)wcr other pixels in the averaging window lie within two standard 
deviations (Lee, 1983). Adaptive averaging is done for 2 itemtions, using <1 .5x5 sigma filter, with 
the standard deviation estimated at a relatively flat image n•gion, and a threshold of J( = :l for 
removing spot noise (see Lee, 1983). Another method for speckle noise reduction, the geometric 
filter, itt~ratively enforces <l minimum constraint for curvature, in pixel intensity space, between 
neighboring pixels (Crimmins, 1985). Each iteration of the geometric filter involves two successive 
applications of four nearest-neighbor intensity curvature rules, in four directions 45 degrees apart, 
horizontally, diagona.lly, vertically, and diagona.lly. The first application reduces the curvature from 
above, filling in holes or narrow va.lll!ys. The second application reduces curvature from below, 
reducing spikes or narrow ridgt)s. 
Figure LJ (top left) shows a section of the image from Figure 1 following compression of signal 
values by (55), used as input to the noise reduction methods. This imagt~ contains an overpass of 
the New York State Thruway. Note that the detail of the overpass guardr<tils is maintained by the 
BCS/FCS (top middle), while regions that are homogeneous with tlw exception of speckle noise 
<He smootlwd over. The median filter method (top right) and adaptive averaging method (bottom 
h;ft) do not do a.s well at maintaining important detail whilP smoothh1g away noise. The geonH~tric 
filtm. after :J iterations (bottom center), and 'l iterations (bottom right), also does a. good job at 
smoothing noise \vhile maintaining detail. 
Bt•cause the BCS/FCS and geometric filtering methods do the best a.t speckle noise reduction on 
tlw image) in Figure 1::~~ they alone wen? <:walua.ted on additional images. Figure .1..'1 (top lr:ft.) shows 
a SAR imag" of cars lined up in a parking loL Figure 14 (top middle) a house with sha.dow. and 
F'igme 14 (top right) a mixture of trees and shadows, with gra.ss below and a ro<td on Uw left. The 
second I'Ow of Figure 14 shows the corresponding BCS /FCS results, the third row tlw geometric 
filter results with :l iterations, and the fom row the geometric filter results with 4 iterations. 
Comp<ning the three systlmts, the BCS/FCS arguably producces results th<lt are smoother while 
l.wing more true to the actual ilna.gery. An important consideration in evaluating the alternative 
appro<rehes is that the BCS/FCS reliably produces results like those shown in Figure 1'1, wherc•a.s 
the geomNric ftltt~r iterativdy smooths the image. Therefore~ wlu~n using a geometric Hltc~r, the user 
must choost~ how many iterations to apply to achieve the desincd level of smoothness for each set 
of images. Crimmins ( 1985) reported that 10 iterations of the geometric filter St'em to bce optimal 
for the imagcery of that study. Howc•v<H, wlwn <l]lplied to the imagcery of Figurt' II. 10 itcerations 
prod Hc<~s <~xtr<mH'ly wa.silNl-ont looking results, as shown in Figure~ I 5. 'fhus t.he BCS pnAidQs a. 
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more robust method for generating bouncl<uy and surface representations that do not degrade as 
the number of iterations increases. 
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